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Identify clear issues
Have common objectives
Have concrete goals
Share workload
Willing to share control
Have agreed-upon timeline
Have self-administered collaborative process
Enrich understanding through multiple perspectives

CHARACTERISTICS OF TEAMS

Also it helps if you are willing to do an honest evaluation of your
institution’s strengths and weaknesses in order to assess how a new
system will affect staffing and support. For example, if your IT staff
is committed to many projects, obtaining an open-source digital asset
management system would put an undue burden on existing staff
because of the need for additional programming.

Be ready to evaluate your digital project in terms of current status.
In our situation, we currently maintained an Access database that was
maintained/edited through web-based forms. The idea of migrating
a database to a new system was a primary consideration, so we were
looking for a system that would support import functions with the least
amount of complexity.

Sample configuration of a digital asset
management team:
• Catalog Librarian: description and
access issues; metadata issues;
authority control
• Archives/Special Collections
Librarian: project manager;
archival considerations
• Digital Initiatives Librarian:
web site; user accessibility; scanning
and workflow
• Information Technology professional: technical and support
issues

Can the staff client be configured to the
needs of the specific worker, locking out
access to collections or functions that are
inappropriate or not needed

STAFF CLIENT SECURITY

Does the system support common MIME
types; must be able to display JPEG2000
and other formats, e.g., PDF, XML with
DTD and HTML, GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIFF,
MPEG3, WAV, QuickTime, QuickTime VR

OBJECT TYPES

Can the system handle standard metadata
schemas; does the system handle metadata
for each object

METADATA

What is the cost of the product; how is the
product sized

Does the system allow searching of the
object metadata across several collections or
is it limited to a single collection

Does the product support the full ASCII
character set, including non-English
characters in metadata and textual files
(Unicode)

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Does the system provide authority control
for selected metadata

AUTHORITY CONTROL

Does the product have an open database

DATA LOADING/EXPORTING

What operating systems and hardware does
the product run on

STABILITY AND RELIABILITY

How does the product scale; can it scale to
accommodate millions of objects

SCALABILITY

LICENSING

Can the program be searched from an
external search engine using a standard
such as Z39.50, Google, or Encompass

INTEGRATION WITH EXTERNAL
INDEXES

SEARCHING

Does the product support browsing the
collection; can the patron view thumbnails
for selected objects on a single page; does it
have a light table view

BROWSING

The system evaluation sheet began as a
simple spreadsheet, listing the criteria
and the evaluation system. The evaluation
system was simple in that it expressed 3
key areas: Does not meet expectations;
Approaches expectations; and Meets or
Exceeds expectations.

Does the product support the export of a
single object and metadata by the patron to
a local PC; can it do the same for groups of
objects and metadata

ACCESS TO OBJECTS

Does the product support use of an external
authentication service, such as LDAP

EXTERNAL AUTHENTICATION

What patron access methods are supported:
browsers, clients programs, required plugins; does the system support open standards
vs. proprietary viewers

ACCESSIBILITY

Does the product permit flexible
presentation of the objects using templates
assigned to collections or individual objects;
can selected objects be exported to WebCT
or classroom presentations

OBJECT PRESENTATION

Developing criteria for assessing digital asset
management systems on the market can be
challenging as a team, especially if you are
also learning as you go. A positive team effort
will be achieved by a common commitment
to open, positive, and continuing
communication.
• Find out what other similar libraries are doing
• Do extensive reading
• Develop a checklist of desired qualities for your
new system
• Develop questions to ask as you do the
background research
• Narrow down the list of possible vendors

DEVELOP THE CRITERIA

CRITERIA EXAMPLES

All members of the team should have a
common understanding of the type or
types of collections that will be digitized.
Some collections may be heterogeneous
in that several types of digital objects
will be represented, such as letters and
correspondence; photographs; ephemera;
audiovisual materials; electronic media. Others may be primarily of
one type only, such as photographs. Discuss what you want users
to be able to accomplish with the digital collection. Consideration
should be given to the importance of thumbnail generation for
browsing purposes; customization of the web site, etc.

Choosing a digital asset management system for a library should involve
the input of several professionals and is ultimately a team effort. It
is important to make sure professionals from differing departments
have a place in the planning and decision-making process. A project
involving digitization of a local collection may of necessity develop
from the Archives area, and as such should involve input from Archives
professionals as well as others throughout the library system.

ASSEMBLE THE TEAM

DO THE HOMEWORK

INTRODUCTION

Establishing a timeline is necessary
in order to put focus on the group’s
activity, especially if the group has
other responsibilities. Assigning
specific jobs to specific people will
facilitate action and communication. In
our experience, we assigned a specific
vendor and product to a single person,
instead of, for instance, having the
catalog librarian assess the metadata/
authority aspects for each system.
Reporting back to the group as a whole
was the single most important exercise in common understanding of what
we wanted a needed from a digital asset management system. Seeing
all the differing aspects of a system as a unified whole was helpful in
establishing a cross-functional perspective in each individual.

CONSULT, REPORT, AND RECOMMEND

Also, as we progressed with the evaluations,
it became clear that certain system attributes
were more important than others. A secondary
evaluation area was developed that divided
the attributes into Mandatory vs. Optional. Another area of evaluation
centered on the IT department’s time and effort put into any new system.
For instance, Greenstone software is open source and would involve a lot
of local programming.

Another aspect to planning
your approach to evaluation
of digital asset management
systems is to have access
to the library’s strategic
plan. Having knowledge of
the institution’s goals and
primary actions will help put the acquisition of a
new system into the broader picture.

DO SOME MORE HOMEWORK

California Digital Library,
“Technical Requirements for Vendors:
Requirements for Database Vendors,”
http://www.cdlib.org/vendors/CDL_DB_Vendor_Req.rtf

Contact the vendor and ask questions. Ask for
recommendations from other institutions. Visit the
vendor web site. Visit web sites of other libraries
currently using the system.
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